Fulco 7 has evaluated. the differential eros s section baaed on the Ball and Chew phase shilte. The angular dietrlbution le characteristic o£ a eingle diffraction peak with a minimum at 9em -90° and a very small cross section in the backward direction. The integrated forward-to-backward cross-section ratio h about 14 to 1. At preaent our statietic:e are atill very limited; however, the agreement with the above pl'edictions is eacellent. From the 10 p-H elastic scattering events found ln emulsions to date, we obtail'l a scattering cross section . +30 .. In addition to the above-mentioned events we have observed 8 or 9 inelastic scattering events of antiprotons have complex nuclei (see Table III ). In general these corre11pond to rather small energy loss and a fairly large scattering angle.
In comparing these with the elastic scattering events from compleo~ nuclei, 10 we have fouftd about 100 events in the angular interval 2 degrees to 25 degrees but only one event with a scattering angle greater than 25 degrees. Thus the larger-
. angle scattering appears to be principally inelastic. Our criterion for the inelasticity of a scattering event was visible nuclear excitation or ionization change corresponding to an eftergy loss of ATp/T:p ?. O.Z. It h. however, possible that some additional inelastic scattering events with A Tp/Tp ( 0. 2 may be present among the elastic scattering events observed.
On an independent-particle model the inelastic scattering events correspond to the elastic scattering from a single bound nucleon. As such it should reflect the antiproton-nucleon elastic scatterirtg cross section. We see that although a pH scatt and a pH annih are roughly comparable, the inelastic scattering il strongly suppressed, and amounts to -~ 4. 3'ro of the annihilation events in flight.
The suppression of the inelastic scattering process must be due to two effects: (a)Publhhed previously (B..e!. 1). In this event the antiproton leaves the stack after scattering and its idl:.~tity as an a.ntiproton call thu.s not be Uftiquely established. We \11/ill coont it as 0.5 event here. 
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